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list from Gaza Ministry of Health. In order to
capture this data we developed a PHP program
that converted and stored it using JSON standard
for use within the visualisation.

Networked journalism, a recent trend through the
development of Web 2.0 and 3.0 technologies such
as micro-blogging and social media gave birth to a
new form of interaction between the traditional
notion of journalism and the public (Beckett 2010).
The spread of smartphones and Internet to all
corners of the world has given individuals a global
voice for what they see, hear and observe.

The illustration consists of families and an olive tree
(see: Mehrpouya 2014). Olive trees are
internationally recognised as a symbol of peace. In
Palestine they are also a symbol of unity and the
relationship that people have with their lands. Not
only have the Palestinians been oppressed and
forced to give up their lands but also vast numbers
of these trees have been bulldozed or moved to
occupied lands and inside Israel (see: Khoury
2013, Booth 2014).

Bradshaw (2012) discusses some of the hidden
practices within Data Journalism such as methods
that journalists use to filter the data, vast data
collection techniques and data mining methods to
generate new forms of information from digitised
data. The complexity of the practice and issues
with data overload in the modern age also brings in
concerns about data privileges. For instance, how
various kinds of information such as wars, diseases
and corruption compete with one another.

The invasion and bombardment of Gaza coincided
with the run up to a symposium on the production
of data, organised by the research centre for
Design Informatics at the University of Edinburgh.
Submission of the drawing was not only an
opportunity to bring human suffering to the fore in
an academic community which can, on occasion,
be isolated from the ‘real world’. There was also a
desire to preserve the personal nature of the data
that major events inevitably generate now.

The piece ‘Zaytoun’, was created in response to
the 50 days war in the Gaza Strip of Occupied
Palestine during the summer of 2014. Graphitebased conductive ink on top of an emotive
illustration by artist Mina Braun affords the
opportunity for direct interaction with the drawing.
Touches across the textured surface trigger a
change in the capacitance of the circuit, which is
detected by the various analogue pins of an
Arduino Mega micro controller. When a threshold of
electrical current is broken, the program sends text
to a pair of thermal receipt printers.

2 DATA, WHY TWITTER?
Every day, over 95 million messages are shared
between users and Twitter as a mediator of a realtime information network among all of its users
(Huberman et al. 2008). This creates a contested
space, with various biases and concerns: for
instance institutions that are more code-savvy and
have an ability to automate and mass produce
tweets, as well as individuals with specific political
agendas who can create various trends and biased
information. The Twitter system itself also tends to
filter the daily 95 million tweets and tailor them to
the interests of the user or perhaps the interests of
Twitter advertisers. This complexity, while providing
an area of uncertainty and a blurred reliability (See:

One of the thermal printers prints names of
individuals who died during this war and the other
prints collected local stories from Twitter. The
stories included within this work are collected from
individuals living inside Gaza strip, Jerusalem and
the West Bank, reporting the current crisis. Names
of people who lost their lives, during and since the
invasion are downloaded periodically from AlKhabar (Al-Khabar 2014) website which gets the
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Stephanie 2009, Acar & Muraki 2011), in disastrous
situations also allows people to communicate in a
more meaningful way with the people from outside
and inside their countries (for examples see: Acar
& Muraki 2011, Heverin & Zach 2010, Vieweg et al.
2010).

sound of the printers triggering. If this is inaudible it
is unclear that a touch was successful. For our
exhibition in the V&A Digital Futures event as part
of the pre EVA-London conference activities, we
are planning to make the interaction part clearer
and collect more qualitative feedback.

In this piece we needed to collect information about
local stories reported by people directly involved in
the disaster and solid numbers and figures which
turned out to be a very challenging aspect of this
work. For example, the #gazaunderattack hashtag
over the course of recent Israel election in the past
week on average had about 6 thousand tweets per
day (Topsy 2015). As has been the case in the past
with 24-hour rolling news, the actual persistence of
this public content has been relatively flimsy.
Stories and photos, unless recirculated in the
‘traditional media’ or archived by individuals, are
difficult to track down after the event. One example
is the above hashtag. Researchers were able to
periodically scrape tweets from the API and saved
over 267,000. However, on a recent search there
were only some few hundred reported.
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Edinburgh Producing Data Conference, we made
some changes to the collected stories of this piece
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drawing has been touched.
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